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ABSTRACT

An introduction into the foundations of constructing
a marketing data base is presented for the systems and marketing
executives who are familiar with basic computer technology methods.
The techniques and concepts presented are now being implemented by
major organizations in the development of Management Information
Systems (MIS). A marketing data base in this presentation is
considered to be a logical or conceptual data base which does not
exist as a physical entity in one segment of the corporate MIS, but,
rather, exists as a logical set of data that can be located by a
software "definition table." Other data bases can utilize any
appropriate elements from the corporate MIS. A definition table
defines each data base within the MIS. The concept developed here
relies upon the ability to utilize one common data base as several
data bases through the process of software manipulation, this serves
as the corporate MIS and is updated in a unified manner. The
advantages are seen in terms of file maintenance, time and storage
requirements. (NH)
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I. INTRODUCTION

An introduction into the foundations of constructing a marketing data
base is presented for the Systems and Marketing Executives who are familiar
with basic computer technology methods,. A marketing data base concept is
developed in seven logical and interrelated steps. Illustrations are utilized

as appropriate to develop the theme from data base design to the data base
management functions,to specific marketing data base viewpoints and construction techniques.
This presentation is directed toward contemporary third-generation
data base management systems design and is developed within a communications
environment. Techniques and concepts are presented that are now being
implemented by major organizations in the development of Management Information Systems (MIS).
A marketing data base is displayed as an integral part of the overall corporate decision-making oriented common data base for MIS. The interdependence with the corporate MIS is emphasized when discussing a marketing
data base. A marketing data base in this presentation is considered to be a
logical or conceptual data base which does not exist as a physical entity in
one segment of the corporate MIS: Rather, the marketing data base exists as
a logical set of data that can be located by a software "definition table."
Other data bases such as the financial data base and the inventory
management data base can utilize any appropriate elements from the corporate
MIS, including those in the marketing data base. A defirlition table defines
each data base within the MIS data base. The concept developed in this
presentation relies upon the ability to utilize one common data base as several
data bases through the process of software manipulation; this central or common
data base serves the corporate MIS and is updated in an unified manner.

1

The advantages are apparent in terms of file maintainence, time and
storage requirements.
The ability to define data bases (such as the marketing, financial,
and inventory management data bases) is available in software systems by
utilizing methods such as definition and location tables. The additional
utility of using software to define data bases is that their definitions can
evolve without reprogramming; table parameters can be changed and any new
data bases added without changing the data per se.
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II. DATA BASE DESIGN

A. DATA VERSUS INFORMATION

One of the managerial control requirements of a well designed
management information system MIS is provided the channeling of information
to the appropriate MIS users in a timely and economic manner.
Data as defined in this presentation is a subelement of information

and is contained in information. This relationship is outlined in the following figure. (Reference 1.)
Data elements as displayed to a manager in a management information
system convey information that can be used in the information-decision process
of an organization. It is the relationship of these data elements as shown in

thus figure that is critical to effective design of a common data base
system. In designing an information system, the data base configuration should
provide for projected growth.
The marketing data base consists of those data in a common data
base (as defined later in this presentation) that are directly concerned with
the aspects of marketing in a given corporate MIS common data base . The
specific definition of data elements varies from company to company. It is
the objective of this presentation to illustrate the basic method for constructing
a marketing data base within an overall common data base environment.
Data grows rapidly in the sense that a large volume of data such
as marketing data is being generated both internally and externally within
the corporate and economic environment. An example of the growth rate trend
for data contained within information is illustrated in the following general"

logistics curve . This curve applies to the "S" shaped general form of the
logistics growth curve and is equally applicable for data as well as information.
(Reference 2.)
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B. CONCEPT OF DATA

1. Definition

There are many definitions for the word data. In the current context
of constructing a marketing data base, data is considered to be those symbols
which represent items. An item that is in the common data base will be defined
as a marketing data base item if it meets the marketing data base criteria
established by the marketing manager. Typical items that would meet these
criteria are customer and product names.

2. Attributes
Symbols, which represent attributes of items, pertain to a description
of defined data elements . For example, customer address, and telephone
number; product description, price, cost and sales volume.
In a general sense, the definition facet of data can be considered the
"noun" facet of data; and the attributes can be considered the "adjective"
facet of data.
3. Locations
This last facet of the data description is the basic means of relating
different data elements to each other by relative location in the common data
base .

For example, the theme of this presentation is the construction of a
marketing data base which, by its very nature, requires that each of the data
elements in the common data base that are to be defined as data base elements
must be located in a retrievable manner. The location approach usually consists
of some type of linkage (as discussed later in this presentation).
In constructing a marketing data base, the method presented in this
discussion utilizes a software table generation and maintenance system. This
table system consis :s o a set of three types of tables such as:
o Definition tables
o Attribute tables
o Location tables
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In more complex systems, these tables can be combined.
The important feature of software tables is that the elements that
pertain to a marketing data base are (1) defined in an appropriate table,(2) their attributes are properly identified for each defined data element,
and (3) that these marketing data base elements are related to each other by a
type of software linkage.
An example of the linkage used is the development of a (3) location
table is a table that lists each marketing data base element by a key number
or mnemonic tag and cross references the tag with an appropriate address or

pointer. Many techniques are utilized to define and construct a marketing
data base within the table-oriented philosophy which has been outlined above .
It is the purpose of this presentation to illustrate some of the more common
concepts within this marketing data base construction philosophy and to relate
the techniques to the MIS methodology.
C. TYPICAL DATA SET DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE

In developing a data set such as a marketing data base, it is
necessary to consider two basic dimensions of the data base elements:

1. The application of the data element within the MIS.
2. The computer software conventions and the design constraints .
In viewing applications of the data base element and data set element
sequence, it is desirable to consider the total spectrum of applicable input/
output data and information current and projected requirements for the MIS.
In construction of the data base, there are a variety of procedures which can
be followed. First, the basic mission of the particular MIS and
the complete
computer configuration including all software have to be defined. Given this
complete set of information, a common data base and the constitutent data

bases such as the marketing data base can be developed as follows (Ref:
A
typical data set procedure by Barbara Ambrose, Leasco Systems & Research
_Corporation.):
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1. Define logical data set attributes
2. Define logical data elements attributes
3. Transcribe attributes to data definition form
4. Code table input
5. Generate system tables for data base
6. Code input data
7. Generate data set
The data base generation and maintenance procedures that are implied in this
particular phase of the discussion are required for the use of generalized
programs that are table-oriented and therefore flexible in handling of input
data and in achieving file maintenance operations.

The first step of data set development is essentially defining the
logical data set attributes , and these definitions are introduced via cards or
equivalent. A sample data set format with appropriate attributes is presented
in the next figure. (Reference 3.)
This sample data set is referenced by number and posted to the
vendor number posting file.

Step 1. Define Logical Data Set Attributes
The first step in defining the data set attributes is shown in the above
figure. The attributes in this case can be the number types of characters for
fixed-length elements or for fields and so forth. A figure for an inverted file
approach at the data-set level, which is also referred to as a record or set
of fields.

In the inverted file, the data set is sequenced by vendor number
in contrast to item number.
Step 2. Define Logical Data Elements Attributes
The second step consists of defining a logical data element
classification of attributes and the data element format in this example
is illustrated in the figure below. (Reference 5.)
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FILE
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RECORD

TABLE NAME

NAME
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DATA ELEMENT

DATA SET

DATA DEFINITION TABLES

The data elements in this format could be considered the fields in a
record. Each field has its own identifier as implied in the data element representation in the figure above .
The relationship of data definition tables at the data set or record
level and the second level of detail that is the data element or data field
level is shown in a typical illustration of the following figure. (Reference 6.)
A pointer titled DETSAMP at the data set level points to the data
element level for the field DETSAMP which displays the applicable attribute
definitions . This particular table follows a convention for the IBM 360/40
software constraints .
Step 3. Transcribe Attributes to the Data Set Definition Form
In establishing the attributes for use in a common data base, it is
preferable to use the equivalent of parameter cards; this is part of the tabledefinition philosophy which is utilized in the entire file maintenance retrieval

process for a large-scale MIS .
The advantages of table-oriented MIS systems are achieved in a rapid
data base definition and flexible data base file maintenance and information
retrieval process. The use of generalized programs which are capable of
working with the various types of tables provides a minimum of reprogramming.
A variety of attributes are identified for use in coding.
More advanced on-line systems can use terminals in lieu of these
forms . The terminals would have keyboard and/or light pen control and computer
feedback control to expedite data set definition as well as the entrie man/

machine interactive process.

Step 4. Code Table Input
For the current example, step 4 is riot illustrated. A sample coding
for a data set and several supporting data elements , utilizing the format
introduced above, could be introduced into the MIS using traditional keypunch
or the newer off-line/or on-line keyboard systems . Data definition inputcard equivalents are coded utilizing the data definition table formats which
have been presented.
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Step 5. Generate System Tables for Data Base
This program control phase can use a different type of table such
as the location table which is also referred to as a system tag table. An
example of a system tag table in the sample system is shown in the next
figure. (Reference 8.)

Step 6. Code Input Data
Step 7. Generate Data Set
Steps 6 and 7 are not illustrated. These steps are used in creating
a common data base as well as the- constituent data bases, such as a marketing
data base for the MIS. The coding of input data usually consists of introducing
computer-coded data- which is deVeloped in a form that can be processed by the
table-oriented systems, This coding can be preceded by data conversion efforts
if the MIS is a result of prior-integrated data base system. Generation of data
sets is controlled by generalized programs that are table-oriented.
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III. DATA BASE CONCEPTS

A. DATA BASE EXAMPLE

The data base concept illustrates the changing philosophies of data
organization within a company. A simplified example of a segment of a
financial data base within a common data base is presented in the figure
below. (Reference 9.)
In a traditional bank, the accounts represented in this figure would
each be- separate entities recorded in the manual or manual /mechanized mode
in an independent manner. The key here to historical data organization is the
independent mode. If the set of data such as the savings information in a
traditional information system is independent, considerable redundancy is
implied in order to achieve independence.
This redundancy in the bank example could be illustrated by the
location of the client address which is historically repeated for each of the
four major accounts . That is, if an individual has a savings, signature
loan, checking, and secured-loan account with one individual financial
instition, then he could have four separate independent records under the
historical data organization concept.
The figure shown above illustrates a more modern data base example
where redundant information is stored in a definition and location table.
When organizing a data base, file operation maintenance as well as the
functional purpose of data should be investigated and evaluated. For example,
in the preceding figure, an update to John Q. Doe's address for separate file:3
(i.e. savings, signature, checking and secured loan) can be achieved with one

change of a definiton table statement. This sample table also serves as a
location table in that after the listing of John Q. Doe, references are made
to locations that contain accounts that have records for John Q. Doe. This
15
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1. UPDATE TABLE

A PARTIAL EXAMPLE OF DATA BASE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
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same concept that was illustrated in the bank example applies to the development
of a marketing data base.
B. DATA BASE RELATIONSHIPS

One of the most significant design relationship concepts that is
associated with the data base is that of the conceptual constructural relationships as illustrated in the following figure. (Reference 10.)
As an illustration of a typical set of field characteristics, the
following figure presents a managerial data base view of the field charac-

teristics. (Reference 11.)
If this presentation is to have one single major point, this point is the
recognition that a data base exists in two basic forms:
1. Conceptual
2. Structural
The conceptual data base is similar to the hardware configurator or
a software data pool which defines in controlled vocabulary the source terms of
all the elements within the common data base. This common data base defines
the total MIS and selected elemems within the conceptual data base are
designated and table defined to constitute a marketing data base.
In the modern MIS philosophical approach, all of the decision making
functions within the organization are analyzed and the data and information
required to perform these functions are identified in a data base configurator
which is the conceptual MIS data base definition.
Within the conceptual data base definition for a given MIS, selected
file sets can be identified for the entire MIS or for designated data bases
such as a marketing data base. In general, the hierarchal relationship of
the file sets is:
1. File set
2. File

3. Records
4. Field
5. Character or byte (not indicated in the above figures because

it is usually not addressable.)
17

FIELDS (STRUCTURAL)

RECORDS (STRUCTURAL)

FILES (STRUCTURAL)

FILE SETS (STRUCTURAL)

DATA BASE CONFIGUATOR
(CONCEPTUAL]

DECISION-MAKING FUNCTIONS (CONCEPTUAL)

MANAGERIAL DATA BASE
CO CEPTUAL/STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS

SORT KEYS

FIELD SET LINKS)
- HORIZONTAL (PRIOR/NEXT DETAILFIELD LINKS)

-- VERTICAL (MASTER

FIELD SET IDENTIFIERS

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
INPUT/OUTPUT TAG

ENGLISH TITLE AND MNEMONIC

TYPICAL FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

MANAGERIAL DATA BASE

This approach to the data base relationships is amenable to centralized
control in a large MIS with local option at the structural level. The local
information center selects from and participates in the development of the
total managerial data base. Besides the many advantages mentioned for data
base philosophies, this managerial data base concept utilizes controlled
vocabulary and standard definition throughout large -scale MIS systems.
The elements of a managerial data base as presented can be generally
related to the previous discussion concerning the concept of data:
1. Definition
2. Attributes
3. Locations
Addtional information which is shown in the figure above is related
to security and sort keys as representative of special features required in
Various data management software systems (as discussed later in this
presentation).
C, INPUT/OUTPUT RELATIONSHIPS

There are several ways to view the input/output relationships of
an MIS. Since the marketing data base is table-defined within a MIS, the
figures in this section are at the MIS detailed level with marketing data
base subdetail implied.
The first figure in the series indicates the relative location of the
marketing data base elements within the MIS common data base to the
integrated data base.
This relationship is representative of the basic concept of a data
base and illustrates the conceptual/structural physical view inside an ADP
storage device . (Reference 12 .)
The figure below illustrates an overview of the data flow and the
inquiry flow into an MIS system with appropriate response generated for the
user. (Reference 13.)
The important feature of this modern approach to data base functioning
is that the MIS common data base is totally contained within the hardware
20
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configuration, and there is no direct communication with the elements of the
data base: Rather, the user interfaces with a communication capability.

The communications capability presented in this discussion is that of
a data base management system (as defined later). A basic overview of the
logical control of the data management system over the file
information retrieval operation on the common data base is illustrated in the
above figure. Basic functions of a data base management software system
as shown operating under an operating system are:
1. Update transaction
2. Request to execute queries
3. Error and activity listings
4. Reports and response to queries .
The input/output relationships that have been presented are concluded
in the figure below concerning the data base concept. This figure illustrates
the major software elements of a hardware/software information center operation
for MIS. (Reference 14.)

The total information center is controlled by an operation system
which integrates the hardware and software function. In the operating system,
a data management language operates and utilizes various software capabilities,
such as:
1. Tables (directory)
2. Application programs.
The application programs operate under the data management language
functions, utilizing tables and the common data base. The job data are
stored in process areas .
D . INFORMATION CENTERS

1. Basic Elements

A total information center hardware/software overview is presented
below from a basic element or function viewpoint. This presentation is
related to the preceding input/output relationships; Hardware/software
interrelationships are not identified. (Reference 15.)
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An MIS provides a means for the manager to achieve exception
reports and summary information on a top-management level and for middle

or line management to perform basic operations that require processing
information. The marketing data base serves staff management, as well as
top management, in cutting across traditional line or functional organization
within the organization and MIS data base, in order to produce meaningful and
timely marketing reports and analyses.
In order to achieve this middle/staff/top management role, an
information center can be designed to have computer-based MIS, as
illustrated in the figure above. The man/machine interface is achieved in
Block No. 5, Inquiry Processing. Both demand and periodic reports are
developed and communicated to respective users through a series of events
starting and ending in the inquiry processing block (5).
A comprehensive management information center mechanism is shown

in the figure above: The right-hand side pertains to the storage, maintenance
and search of facts or data, which is the most common element in current MIS
systems . The left-hand side of the figure shows the interrelationships (usually
through accession numbers) of the data in the computer system with appropriate
graphic or source-document images. In the future, MIS will tend toward an
interfacing of both the left-hand side of the figure (graphic or document
information) with the right-hand side (fact or data processing functions).
The emphasis of this presentation is upon data processing and data
base design for the marketing data base within the MIS, and is concerned,
primarily, with the internal systems operation. The internal systems operation
pertains to a data base of facts or data that are required to support the MIS
and related data bases, e.g., marketing data base.
2. Automatic Functions
The trend today is toward automated information centers that provide
MIS functions, as well as related information processing services, in a
time-shared and multiprogramming mode. Communication media that assist
the man/machine interface in an on-line manner are most common today in
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terms of plans and of development. An abstract view of an automated
information center is presented in the following figure. (Reference 16.)
The key blocks of the automated information center that are related to the
central theme of designing and constructing a marketing data base for MIS

operation are 3-a, 3-c, and 4-a.
These blocks are connected with the file storage and maintenance
operation in both main and auxiliary memory (3-a) and the complex message
switching system which is under a joint operating/hardware control mechanism
(3-c): These two internal operations, when coordinated through a fact retrieval
and display function (4-a), support the necessary input/output processing
mode in an MIS.

The marketing information storage and retrieval operations perform
as a subset of the MIS inquiry processing mode.

3. Time Sharing
A data base, such as a marketing base, operates within an MIS system
environment, which can include time-sharing functions. For reader convenience,
several definitions are presented below:
(1)

On-line systems are those systems in which the input/output
terminals are under computer control.

(2)

Multiprogramming systems refer to a computer where two or
more tasks can be performed in one system during a given
time interval.

(3)

Multiprocessing systems are those computer complexes that
have more than one central processor under operating system
control.

(4)

Time-sharing systems are on-line computer networks which
have multiprogramming and/or multiprocessing capabilities.
In general, a terminal user in the network experiences little
or no delay because of the ready availability of the base
and the programs .
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Real-time systems are closed-loop computer networks where
data are introduced in a continuous or on-line mode and the
decisions must be made in a relatively short time by man
and/or machine. The significant characteristic of a real-time
system is that there is little control of input/output rates
so that the entire system design is to ensure no degradation.
(Source: Jim Kumnick, Leasco, Bethesda, Maryland.)
A common data base system that is stored and operating in a digital
computer consists of a set of alphanumeric data that represents the information
process for the overall MIS and constituent table defined data bases, e.g.
marketing data base. These data are stored in a com:uter configuration which
is buffered with input/output devices and which communicates with a user
in inquiry/response capability. The communications input/output relationships
that have been introduced for an MIS imply a considerable degree of multiprogramming or time sharing as illustrated in the following figure.
(Reference 17.)
An advanced digital computer time-sharing and multiprogramming
system, as envisioned today with consideration for future on-line trends is
illustrated in the figure above. The common data base is indicated as a set
of data files in auxiliary memory. The file indexes apply to the data file or
data base system and will be resident with the data files in auxiliary memory.
This is one advantage of the common data base, i.e. , it is on-line to an MIS
advanced system.
For purposes of discussion, the common data base which includes
the table defined marketing data base, is considered resident in auxiliary
memory. The programs that operate on the data base are stored in auxiliary
memory (as shown in the figure above). The implication is that a marketing
manager who has access to an input/output device can receive timely
marketing information and analyses at his console or terminal.
The multiprocessing capability is relatively new in time-sharing
systems but is projected to become more common in the future. Development
(5)
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of time-sharing systems in an MIS environment will require consideration of
data base design methods as presented in this discussion.. Indexing, file
maintenance, and inquiry processing methods that are compatible with the
advanced hardware/software system capabilities should also be evaluated.
Time-sharing systems development for MIS should also consider the projected
growth and direction of corporate data trend. This applies to the total
corporate data base as well as constituent data bases, e.g., marketing data

base.
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IV. DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

A. STANDARD DATA LANGUAGE

1. Functions
There are many data base management languages in various stages of
development and operation. The total list of data base management languages
or more commonly data management systems would exceed 25 basic offerings .
These languages have varying degrees of operating system functions and
general programming language interfaces . In general, the more common data
management languages are being developed for IBM 360 systems, e.g. TDMS:
time-shared data management system (SDC),GIS: Generalized Information
System (IBM), and DM-1: Data management-1 (Auerbach).
Other systems are designed for non IBM computers such as IMRADS:
Information Management, Retrieval, and Dissemination System (UNIVAC) and
INFOL: Information Oriented Language (CDC).
There are many data base management system functions. Some of
these functions are illustrated in the following figures . The functions listed
in the figure are compared below with standard functions (Ref. Jack Minker
and Jerome Sable, File Organization and Data Management: Chapter 5,
ANNUAL REVIEW OF INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY,1967):

Minker and Sable

Figure

1. File Transactions - Historical

(1)

Data description language and

(2), (2a), (3).
2. File Processing
Scientific

Business/

3. File Input/Output Dialog
Inquiries
4. Control Mode

(2)

Job specification language and
(2a) File maintenance language

(3)

Query language

(4)

Operating System Functions
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IMPLIED FUNCTIONS

(4a) System processing capability
(4b) Programmer interface

Although data management systems can have operating system functions
it is desirable to distinguish in general between the two types of software
systems (ibid. Minker and Sable): (Reference 18.)
(1)

Data management system functions
Operating under the operating systems "manages the access ,
manipulation, and protection of the logical items within the

physical cells or blocks."
(2)

Operating system functions

"Manages the allocation, movement, and protection of
physical cells (blocks) among various levels of storage."

In general, operating systems are concerned with hardware/
software job production functions and not with the contents
of the physical cells or blocks that are being processed.
A common data base management file structure is illustrated
by a purchasing data example in the following figure.
(Reference 18a)

The hierarchical relationship that is illustrated in
DM-1 above differs from the general terminology introduced
earlier in this discussion.
NOTE:
In the DM-1 format, the letter "R" indicates that the item is
a record which is repeated in the data base as many times
as the item is recorded.
In general, a given data management system does not necessarily have all of
the data base management functions that have been presented above.
The categories given such as (1) file transactions-historical, (2)
file processing- business /scientific, (3) file input/output dialog-inquiries
and (4) control mode are interrelated. Depending upon the objectives and
hardware/software configuration utilization, each corporate MIS and
NOTE:
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constituent data base system requires a different type of data base management
language system. Commercial or specialized data management systems can

be used. The selection is a function of system specifications, hardware
configuration, and managerial objectives.
The important dimension of this development is that when constructing a marketing data base, it is necessary to construct a data base within
the overall MIS and data management system constraints that apply to a
particular organization. Marketing data bases in today's business environment
are constructed in conjunction with the development of corporate information
processing systems and relate to the marketing decision making process.

2. Vocabulary
The vocabulary in a data base management system is controlled as has
been indicated above. The implication for constructing a marketing data base
is that the marketing management should actively participate in the vocabulary
development and standardization process for the corporate MIS. Many
corporate functions involve marketing and the vocabulary concerned with
typical corporate functions should be reviewed by marketing management to
ensure the development of a meaningful reliable common and constituent
data base system.

3. Maintenance
No data base system is static,and, as has been mentioned previously,
an advantage of data base management systems is in the ability to maintain
the data base in a uniform, rapid, effective cross reference manner.
B. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (MIS) RELATIONSHIPS

1. Decision Versus Data Base

Since the data base designed and construction reflects the needs of
the decision making process, it is vital that major marketing functions be
adequately represented in the data base system, e.g. sales forecasting and
projection, marketing research, advertising, strategic marketing, planning,
and long-range planning functions.
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2.

On-Line Versus Off-Line

Within the decision making approach presented in this discussion,
all corporate decision making operations should be represented in the conceptual data base design. This statement implies that regardless of whether
processing is off-line or on-line, the vocabulary and related file maintenance
methods should be developed for the corporate MIS and constituents such as
a marketing data base.
3 .

Manual Versus Automated

The same type of reasoning applies to the method of operation of the
MIS and the constituent data bases . Whether or not a data base is automated
or manual in today's operation, its definition in relation to the decision making
processes of the corporation should be included in the overall conceptual design of
of the MIS data base .
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V. THE CORPORATE MIS

A. MIS ELEMENTS AND FUNCTIONS

In a broad sense, an MIS consists of the following elements:
1. Business Operating System
(1) Data origination
(2) Data collection, preparation and input processing
(3) Data base maintenance and processing

2.

Control System, Data Collection, Analysis
(1) Data collection, analysis
(2) Routine decisions
(3) Reports to management (a) periodic, (b) demand
(4) Managerial feedback control functions
The MIS functions parallel the information-decision process for a
typical corporation. The information flow involves broadly the interaction
of management plans and objectives of a controlled operating set of systems
(business rather than a computer operating system.)
The control system functions requires a feedback of summary and
exception reports to management as a part of the dynamic process of managing
and planning for a successful business operation. In addition, data collection,
analysis and routine decisions are generated within the control system.

It is implicit here that each system such as the control and operation
systems are man-machine information-decision systems.
An MIS consists of a set of procedures that operates within a computer
based configuration to assist in the flow of information, instructions, orders,
and specifications within and between the control and operating systems for a
business organization. The control system requires data collection analysis,
storage procedures, file systems, and supporting functions. In a complementary
manner, the business operating system also requires methods for storing and
processing the information to interact with the control system.
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The need for an MIS is at least a three level need. Level one consists
of the top management level for summary and exception reports. The control
system on level two serves as a buffer for top management when interfacing
with the operating elements.
A management information system can serve the control function need
to a limited degree. In addition to serving the control function for developing
summary and exception reports as required, it is also feasible to envision an
MIS performing in the business operating system domain: The operating
system model which is a subset of the overall flow in the business organization
is illustrated from a functional viewpoint in the following figure.
(Reference 20.)

There are many intellectual decisions required in the business operating
system as shown in this operating systems model. A major trend in MIS
systems is to provide a transition from manual to automated procedures for
both the control system and the operating system functions.

With this in mind, it can be seen that there is a centralized input
allocation function in the business operating systems model which receives
as inputs (1) technical information, (2) processing information and (3) material
information. The input allocation function is, in general, coordinated with
both information storage and process control modules. This type of input
interface with storage and process control procedures or algorithms constitutes
a basic MIS theme or philosophy.
It is within this environment that a marketing data base can and should
be constructed. The information input procedures should be a subset of overall
MIS input procedures. When input is entered into the corporate MIS, no
distinction should be made concerning its potential use, e.g. in a marketing
or a financial data base application. The economy of scale approach which is
suggested for the construction of marketing data base is that each of the
source input elements be treated as a typical MIS entry. This approach enables
large volumes of corporate information to be entered on a routine basis under
standard procedures for audit and______----accuracy.
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B. TYPICAL DATA BASE FILE SET

?rom a broad MIS viewpoint, a typical managerial data base file set
structure is illustrated in the following figure. (Reference 21.)

The construction of a marketing data base can include elements of the entire
MIS data base at given times. It is entirely feasible to have several marketing
data bases defined within the corporate common data base. For example, each
of the functions presented for marketing can have their own specific and interrelated data bases:
(2)

Sales forecasting and projection
Marketing and research

(3)

Advertising

(1)

Strategic marketing planning
(5) Long range planning
This type of multiple marketing data base relationship capability is entirely
feasible and the list is typical in that other marketing data bases can be
developed, e.g. new product development.
The trend toward specialized data bases that are conceptually defined
within the table oriented software requirement indicates an ability to have
(4)

marketing data bases for different executives with specialized and not
necessarily identical marketing information needs.
C. TYPICAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

The common data base requirement can be viewed as a multiple use of
data in the t:_-ne-phased cycle of business operations and in business trans-

actions. An overview of a typical business transaction (and government, when
modified ), and the implied marketing data base requirement is shown in the
next figure. (Reference 22.)
The corporate MIS is representative of a vehicle that can be utilized to simulate
in the computer the paper movement for a typical business transaction., The

implication here is that the marketing data base application will represent
marketing paper movement inside the computer with considerable timeliness
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improvements as well as accuracy and related benefits to the marketing
management. Elements in the figure above are indicative of marketing relationships such as (1) completing the sale, (2) monitoring and expediting sale, and
(3) related interfaces with they customer.
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D. FORECASTING EXAMPLE

Another dimension of application criteria for use in investigating the
data structure for design element is the time-phase nature of data in the MIS.
By definition, an MIS should contain historical and managerial or future-

directed data. In its broader sense, the future-directed data is introduced
in the budget category (Reference: Carrithers and Weinwurm, BUSINESS
INFORMATION AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS , Chapter 34).
The use of the data in terms of the appropriate time frame is also
important for design consideration and particularly important for marketing
data base application in such areas as sales forecasting and projection.
Decisions have to be made concerning the length of time the historical information will be retained at each level of a hierarchical data base system with
final retention possibly in off-line magnetic tape.
In projecting data and using budgets and beyond-budget information,
consideration should be given to each data category. For example, long-range
trend forecast data can be stored concerning the Gross National Product .(GNP) ,
industry, and specific company sales by product. A long-range set of
possible curves is shown in the following illustration. (Reference 23.1
This figure is indicative of market. forecasting applications for the data
stored in a marketing data base.
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VI. MARKETING DATA BASE DIMENSIONS

A. PREDICTION AND CORRECTION

The trend forecasts curves that were introduced in the preceding
figure illustrate a need for prediction when utilizing the marketing data base.
The prediction is modified by actual experience and result in feedback
correction.
The basic marketing management process and information flow
is illustrated in the following figure . (Reference 24.)

Predictive results of a marketing program formulation strategy set
are indicated by the a) feedbacks . The b) feedbacks are the correction or
evalutive feedbacks that result from analysis of consumer behavior and the
market environment.

This prediction and correction cycle is fundamental to the marketing
data base application within an MIS.
B. NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The new product development program is illustrated in the previous
figure by the opportunity search feedbackS or the c) feedbacks . These

feedbacks result in the development of new products and the resulting new
marketing program formulation. Marketing data base construction techniques
require provision for the introduction of new and the deletion of old product
data elements .
C. COMPETITIVE LEAD TIME

Effective operation feedback control mechanisms presented in the
preceding figure and the basic functions relating to marketing enable the
corporation to achieve competitive lead time in the introduction of new
profitable products and to maintain a marketing leadership position
within
a given industry.
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D . DECISION MAKING

The contribution of an effective marketing data base is to economically
assist management in the timely achievement of competitive decision-making
processes.

Each of the marketing data base functions in the figure above are
contained in MIS functions .
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VII. TYPICAL DATA BASE CONSTRUCTION AND SEARCH TECHNIQUES

A.

OVERVIEW

Data management systems have been introduced as consisting of
the following general features (Op. Cit. Minker and Sable):
1.

User Language

a.

Query Language

b.

Job Specification Language

c.
d.

Data Description Language
File Maintenance Language
File Structure
3.

System Processing Capability
a. Data Manipulation
(1) Search Logic
(2) Data and Directory Maintenance
(3) Output Formatting
(4)

4.

Job Management

Programmer Interface

a. Procedural Language
b.

Program Micro Library

c.

System Program Library

Each data management system consists of a selection of features
within the four interrelated categories above. In order to provide the reader

with a highlight of typical data management system operations, this section
introduces representative data base construction and search techniques.
Before the discussion is presented, an outline of the components
of one data management language is provided to indicate the scope of a
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typical data management system. (P.J. Dixon and Dr. J. Sable, DM-1,
A
Generalized Data Management System, Spring Joint Computer
Conference,
1967):

A. System Languages

1. job Specification Language
2. Query Language
3. Data Definition Language
4. Procedural Language
(JOVIAL, COBOL,

and assembly languages).

B. Design Features
1. Modular Design
2. Restructuring of Data
C. Functional Elements
1. Data Base
2. Directories (location)
3. System Programs
4. Supervisor Program
a. Job Request Process
b. System Control
DM-1 is broad in scope and as a typical large-scale data
management system it requires extensive user training before it
can be
adequately implemented.
The balance of the discussion in this section serves as an
introduction to basic concepts that can be found in data management
languages.
An emphasis is placed upon typical data base
construction and search
techniques for factual data
Textual or nonforrnatted data that can be searched by Boolean
techniques are not readily processed in current data
inanagement systems.
Specialized software systems are required for this type of citation
search
function (Ref: W. T. Brandhorst and P.F. Eckert,
NASA-CR-6203:3; N66-34085,
1966).
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Only structured data Boolean search techniques are considered for
the current discussion.

For review, a typical Boolean search is:
1. English Equivalent
Find all of the documents with both the term "A" and the
term "B".
2. Boolean Search Equation
Y=AB where Y equals the accession numbers of the appropriate
documents meeting the search criteria.
B. LINKAGE

The balance of this presentation is concerned with typical MIS
data base construction and search techniques which can be of value in
constructing a marketing data base for structured data .
One of the terms which is vital in a data management system is the
term "linkage." Minker and Sable introduce four categories of linkage which
are of interest and these categories are outlined below:
1. Sequencing pointers or address identifiers (also referred to as
the location of data elements) can be used to identify previous and next
locations and therefore imply a sequencing linkage .
An example of a pointer concept as used in this general category of
sequencing would be "chaining." In chaining, the file organization uses
information that is imbedded in the data record and which contains a pointer
to a location of the next record, which does not have to be stored in a
contiguous manner. Chaining can be extended to the general category of
branching file structures (Reference: Charles T. Meadow, The Analysis of
Information Systems). Chaining, when extended into branching file structures,
can in effect have several layers of related information which is linked together
by pointers .
An example of a branching file structure would exist where a source
record indicates that the foreign language spoken is A and the pointer A
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indicates a next location which the computer goes to; and at the next
location A, the code numbers for each foreign language spoken are stored;
a table is utilized in the branching file structure to define the languages
which are represented in the coded form. For example, the number 10 could
represent English, 11 Russian, and 15 French.
2. Associative
The associative linkage concept utilizes links or pointers to develop
a chain of items or data elements that have a particular value for a given
information property. The associative linkage is used in a type of list and
structure development (Reference: Meadow).
For example, if all of the data elements in a list refer to a type
of mammal, and if each pointer contains the address of the next type of mammal;
then a simple list is established. There is no necessary logical ordering in
this simple list or in the more complex list structure.
A list structure is a list which contains a set of data elements or
a string of data elements where at least one of the data elements is in itself
a simple list. For example, a list structure for mammals might have one simple
list within it that is identified by an address; this address would refer to a
simple list which for example, could be dogs (a subset of mammals) and
which would return to the basic list structure via a set of pointemafter each
of the dog categories has been identified.

3. Hierarchy
This type of linkage is used in the generic-specific relationship
identifications that are found in data base vocabulary systems. A ,typical
vocabulary system is stored in a set of dictionaries and is a part of a thesaurus .
In a thesaurus, it is possible to have a multi-level hierarchal relationship
as well as the broader conceptual relationships. The broader conceptual
relationships can indicate relative extent of a term.
In general, these relationships are referred to as BT (broader term)
and NT (narrow term). There are other types of general hierarchal relationships
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such as RT (related term). Other types of relationships in the general thesaurus
environment are the term use which indicates that a term is not contained as
a vocabulary element for application in the data base and therefore another
term must be used. For example, the term COLUMBIUM could contain a
reference to use NIOBIUM.

The opposite or reciprocal of the use term.is a UF (used for). In the
reciprocal mode, an entry for NIOBIUM could contain a UF COLUMBIUM.

These hierarchal terms are sometimes referred to as cross-reference terms for
application within a thesaurus (Reference: the NASA Thesaurus, Volumes
I through III).
4. Adjoining
The adjoining linkage can be an address or an implied address
which establishes a relationship between different parts of a data record.
The implication is that both data elements sets, namely, the basic data or
source data and the related or target data items are on the same logical level.
A common example of adjoining linkage is the establishment of a relationship
between the fixed and variable data fields for a logical record.
These basic terms and concepts are expanded as applicable in the
following discussions concerning the development of a common data base
for MIS and associated constituent data bases, e.g., marketing data base.
C . DICTIONARY

Dictionary development and thesaurus creation is a vital part of the
data-base vocabulary control and translation process . A dictionary is illustrated
in the following figure. (Reference 25.)
The dictionary presents a-word-to-code dictionary which is in effect
a definition table that indicates a proper code usage. For example, "aircraft"
or "airplane" use the internal code 01.
More profound dictionaries that can process concepts (e.g. a group
of synonyms that define homograph meanings) are usually not found in current
data management systems. One such dictionary that is under development for
a man-machine interactive query language is illustrated below (Ref: Dr. David
Fox, Leasco Systems & Research Corporation): (Reference 25a.)
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A WORD-TO-CODE DICTIONARY
WORD

CODE

AIRCRAFT

Oi

AIRPLANE

01

CALCULATOR

02

CANINE

03

COMPUTER

02

DOG

03

PLANE

01

CAPACITIVE MEMORIES, MEMORIES, MEMORY, READ ONLY CAPACITIVE

MEMORIES

18M PHOTOSCOP IC DISC, MEMORIES, MEMORY
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES

HARDWARE, HARDWARE ORGAN! ZAT I ON, MEMORY, MEMORY ORGANIZATION

CARD MEMORY, MEMORIES, MEMORY PERFORATED CARD MEMORY

MEMORIES

MEMORIES

MEMORIES

PHOTOGRAPHIC,

INDUCTIVE, I NDUCT I VE MEMORIES, MEMORIES, MEMORY

,

MEMORIES

MEMORIES

AUTOMATIC MEMORIES, CORE, INTERNAL, INTERNAL STORAGE
MASS MEMORIES, MASS MEMORY, MEMOR I ES, MEMORY, MEMORY CORE
MEMORY SYSTEM, STORAGE

EQUIVALENT CONCEPT WORDS

MEMORIES

CONCEPT WORD

WORD-TO-CLUSTER DICTIONARY

224

107

89

88

87

80

CODE

The first dictionary presented a typical structured definition table.
In more profound literature thesaurus development and concept search
applications, more complex dictionaries can be useful for the user.
In the example presented above, the homograph "memories" is precisely defined in terms of a given set of user applications . This word-to-cluster
(e.g. group of synonyms) is a variation of a word-torcode dictionary. For
example, the word "memories" codes to the number "80" for a given search
application.
D. INVERTED INDEX FILE

A figure is presented below concerning basic data base organization
techniques to introduce the inverted file structural concepts which are used
in coordinate indexing and search techniques for structured data.
(Reference 26.)

The inverted file index is prepared from a standard index file as
shown in the preceding figure. The standard index file is often called
a serial index file, and is very similar to development of card catalogs
in the library system. In the index file (serial) development, the documents
such as Nos. 187 and 189 are entered in translated format in a dictionary file
and output as serial records with appropriate word-to-word dictionary
equivalents . This example is shown with a magnetic tape implication as are
most of the basic examples in data base organization techniques . Sight should
not be lost of the fact that the dictionary file and related tables will normally
be found on extended core and secondary rotating storage devices (for example,
drums, disks). The trend is away from the basic or traditional magnetic tape
orientation. In particular, inverted file utilization is more applicable for
direct access methods because of a rapid search capability.
The power of the inverted index file is in the fact that it can be used
with coordinate, or Boolean search equations to focus rapidly and 'precisely
upon the potential candidate documents without performing an expensWe serial
search of the entire data file. The example of the inverted data file which
was prepared from the Sample index or serial file in the above figure is inverted
in the sense that the terms are posted as separate records and all documents
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INDEXES

TRANSPORTATION (of)
CALCULATORS

190'

TRANSPORTATION (of)
DOGS (in)
AIRCRAFT

189

AIRCRAFT

187
COMPUTER

DICTIONARY FILE

COMPUTER

TRANSPORTATION

190

AIRPLANE

TRANSPORTATION
CANINE

189

DISEASE

CANINE

188

INDEX RECORDS AS
STORED IN COMPUTER

l---.,---------.....1

PREPARATION OF INDEX FILE

INVERTED INDEX FILE

189
190

TRANSPORTATION

DISEASE
188

COMPUTER
187
190

188
189

CANINE

187
189

AIRPLANE

INDEX FILE

RESULTING INVERTED

that contain those terms are posted against the terms. For example, "airplane"
is found on two documents; therefore, two documents are posted against the
term "airplane," i.e., 187 and 189.
E. FILE MAINTENANCE

Two figures follow which introduce file maintenance and interface
with file searching. (References 27. and 28.)

File maintenance transactions as illustrated in the first figure show
three basic functions: (1) add, (2) delete, and (3) change. There are many
other possible transactions such as (4)transfer. The (1) add in this example
is adding the name "Abbot" with the initials"D.F." and appropriate numerical
information. The (2) delete indicates a deletion of similar information for
a man named C.G. Cutter. And the (3) change is for an hourly rate for a man
named L. E. Davis . In each case, the file maintenance or update procedure
is shown as an original and resulting file to give a review of the process. In

the case of the delete there is no resulting file record, i.e., a null file record.
File maintenance as related to file searching is illustrated in the
second of the two figures. The bottom part of the figure illustrates a file
maintenance transaction which is fundamental in large-scale data base systems.
The significant point of this file maintenance is that new index records (for
example, those that contain the key words "Pine, " "Fur, " "Zinnia" and
"Aster" are entered into both serial or linear index files and inverted files.
In developing a common data base, it is necessary in large-scale systems to
use both index or serial and inverted files and combinations thereof. The
file maintenance requirement is for a comprehensive algorithmic capability to
coordinate every new index record with its appropriate format and position in
each applicable index and serial record and inverted record. There should be
a one-to-one relationship for every term that is in an index record, i.e., there
should be an equivalent term in the inverted index file.
A multiple mapping of record numbers can occur from the index record
file to the inverted file since each index or record number is replicated according to the number of terms an index record contains. For example, in the
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FILE MAINTENANCE TRANSACTIONS
ORIGINAL FILE
NAME

RESULTING FILE

INITIALS

DEPT. NO.

137

NAME

J.J.

Abel

BIRTH DATE

CHANGES
1. Add

Abbot D. F.

0296

347 12

INITIALS

Bowman

LE.

DEPT. NO.

BIRTH DATE

137

16

32

03.05

347

05 OB 26

D. F.

BIRTH DATE

1216 32

HOURLY RATE

03.05
2. Delete

INITIALS
C G.

Cutter

239

INITIALS

Abbot
DEPT. NO.

0296

DEPT. NO.

NAME
a

HOURLY RATE

NAME

J.J.

12 12 30

HOURLY RATE

NAME

INITIALS

Abel

NAME

Coma C. G.

INITIALS
L.E.

Bowman

BIRTH DATE

X 07 36

HOURLY RATE

0211
NAME

INITIALS

Davis
DEPT. NO.

022

NAME
L.E.

BIRTH DATE

04 07 25

0352)4
NAME

347

3. Change

022 04
INITIALS

Franklin
DEPT. NO.

DEPT. NO.

022

Davis L E.

HOURLY RATE

03.32
B.B.

INITIALS

LE.

Davis

BIRTH DATE

04 07 25

HOURLY RATE
07

25

"I<)3.82)
NAME

INITIALS

Franklin

B.B.

BIRTH DATE
14 11 31

HOURLY RATE

01.37
NAME

INITIALS

Godfrey

M.R.

DEPT. NO.

BIRTH DATE

245
HOURLY RATE

0245

26 05 28

NAME

Godfrey

INITIALS
M.R.

2

1

2

ASSIGN ACCESS
NUMBERS

INVERTED INDEX
FILE

TUNA
Document No. 20

TIGER
Document No. 16

SALMON
Document No. 15

CAT
Document No. 17

OPERATIONS WITH A FILE SYSTEM

RECORDS

NEW INDEX

ASTER

[-ZINNIA

1

1

SORTED, BATCHED
QUERIES

TUNA

TIGER

SALMON

CAT

TERM QUERY NO.

FILE MAINTENACE

QUERIES

SALMON

U

2. TUNA

CAT

U

1. TIGER

FILE SEARCHING

1

INDEX RECORD
FILE

20

19

18

17

16

15

1%.........."."....

INVERTED INDEX

SORTED BY
QUERY NUMBER

RECORDS

RETRIEVED

Q2: 20

Q2: 15

Q1: 17

Q1: 16

document number or index No. 21, one contains the key words "Fur" and "Pine",

so 21 is replicated twice, once under "Fur" and once under "Pine." It is
important for the computer system to maintain accurate records during file
maintenance so that all of the index record files are mapped correctly into
the inverted index files The implication for other file maintenance transactions
applies, such as deletion, modification and so forth. All file maintenance
operations which involve one or more records have to be modified on each
applicable record.
The search above using a combination of the inverted and indexed
records shown at the top consists of two search inquiries . The symbol "U"
represents a plus or Boolean union of two terms . This is commonly referred
to as a logical "or." An upside-down "U" represents an intersection of two
terms and is usually represented by a dot and refers to a logical "and" operation.
F. FILE SEARCHING

1.

Inverted File

There are a variety of search techniques available for use with
common data base systems . Many of the search techniques have been
developed from traditional coordinate indexing search systems such as those
at the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (Reference: A Guide

by W. T. Brandhorst and Philip F. Eckert, June 1966: NASA CR - 62033) .
There are many new search techniques which are being developed utilizing these

basic equation search methods where the search strategy is established as an
equation.
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An example of an equation search using the NASA literature methods

is presented below in an English format:
"Find all the documents that relate to the testing of material but
avoid its destruction."
This English equation is further quantified in the semi-structured
form:

"Find all those records that contain the key words or terms 'nondestructive' or ultrasonic' and 'structure' or 'structural' or 'material' or

'honeycomb' or 'forging' or 'vessel' and 'testing' or 'inspection' ."
The strategy involved in this type of coordinate search using a
Boolean equation equivalent to the English statement above would be to define
a logical intersection of three elements: (1) kinds of testing that do not
destroy the tested item, (2) the kinds of items to be tested, and (3) the act
of testing. This type of search procedure is provided in a document titled
Illustrative Literature Searches Using NASA Data, Leasco Systems & Research

Corporation, 1968).
Equation searches can provide a variety of complex logic that is
translated into relatively powerful search algorithms tailored to individual
inquiries. There are Boolean search software systems developed which can
be modified for on-line information systems to operate in a direct access mode .
Rather than present the more complex search approaches, an emphasis in
this discussion will be upon fundamentals of search techniques which can be
used in common data base environment.

2. Direct Access
The first example is that of simple search using an inverted index
file and is presented in the figure below. (Reference 29.)
In this sample illustration, a request for all those records containing
both the term "airplane" and "computer" (translation through a dictionary
process implied) is illustrated. Document No. 187 meets this requirement.
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Airplane AND
computer

REQUEST FORM

188
189

188

189
190

TRANSPORTATION

DISEASE

COMPUTER
187
190

CANINE

187
189

AIRPLANE

189

187

AIRPLANE

USE OF AN INVERTED INDEX FILE
COMPUTER

,
With this type of inverted file search procedure in mind, the direct
access searching techniques are introduced by a simple example in the next
figure. (Reference 30.)
In the case above, the request is for all those documents that contain both computer and airplane. A strategy is illustrated as a possible
approach. In this case, the direct access strategy consists of searching
the inverted file for only one of the terms connected by an "and, namely, the
term "airplane ." After the inverted file is searched, the documents or hits
which are represented by the term "airplane" are then further searched for the
second term which is connected by the logical "and" namely, "computer."
The retrieved records that can be displayed are those records which meet the
search equation requirement for "computer" and "airplane." In this case,
record No. 187 meets this requirement .
The example which has just been presented for direct access searching illustrates some of the fundamental relationships which are possible
between inverted and indexed files and index and serial files. At one time in
the development of information retrieval methodology, there was a school of
thought which tended to judge the advantage of index or serial files versus
inverted index files . This school of thought is gradually giving way to a more
complex approach as is implied in the example above. The interrelationships
thct can be used for effective organization of file sets in a large-scale common
data base are utilized in a query language so that a wide variety of searches
can be achieved. These searches utilize the advantages of both inverted
and serial file construction methods .
The discussion in this section concerning search is somewhat
limited in terms of fundamentals . On-line MIS systems have many more
considerations which should be evaluated (Reference: A TRANSITION TO ONLINE COMPUTER, by Fred Gruenberger.

3. Combined
Three basic types of file search techniques are presented (Concluding
references from Charles T. Meadow) to demonstrate a variety of techniques
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CT)
CT)

EXAMPLE: ONE TERM SEARCH
ON AIRPLANE

A-1

COMPUTER AND
AIRPLANE

REQUEST FORM

188
189

188

INVERTED INDEX FILE

189
190

TRANSPORTATION

DISEASE

COMPUTER
187
190

CANINE

AIRPLANE

INDEX FILE

COMPUTER

TRANSPORTATION

190

AIRPLANE

TRANSPORTATION 144CANINE

DISEASE

CANINE

AIRPLANE

COMPUTER

187

DIRECT ACCESS SEARCHING

RECORDS

RETRIEVED

187

L

which are available for consideration in utilizing and designing an MIS
software system. The first technique is presented in the following figure .(Ref.31.)
This figure which is titled "File Search Techniques I" illustrates a
search utilizing essentially several different types of files in the inverted and
serial classification categories. The logic through the searches varies in
each of the three examples used to conclude this search discussion. However,
the structure of the files is assumed to remain the same and constitutes a
constant for these three examples.
The first question which is resolved in file search techniques (I) is
that of finding a list of all Harvard men who are in the electronics industry.
There are possible Boolean or equation methods; in general, the examples in
this section approach the precision of fact retrieval as contrasted with
document retrieval for solving this search question in a well-structured literature
file. In the example presented, there is no file sequence on'university or
industry type and there is no highly structured literature file which would be
readily available for a coordinate search system p_er se.
The general approach followed in the file search technique (I) is to
search the inverted index file in step a to find all of the index records that do
contain "Harvard." These document numbers are then searched in step b (the
documents are in the search or index file). In step c, the personality file is
searched for all those names of Harvard-associated people that were derived
from the index file. Upon verification that a name in the personality file
meets the criteria of a Harvard man, i.e., a man who attended Harvard
University, then the logic search is directed toward the organization file to
determine the type of organization where the individual is employed and
evaluate whether or not he is in the electronics industry.
The final result is a list of all Harvard men who are in the electronics
industry as represented by these files . This approach which is illustrated
above is perhaps more precise than might be the standard coordinate search
utilizing an inverted file base as the main search domain. The method utilized
in this example is faster than a serial search (as indicated by the dotted #1,
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FILE SEARCH TECHNIQUES (I
DICTIONARY FILE

)

INVERTED INDEX FILE

DESCRIPTOR

INDEX ALE

DESCRIPTOR

SYNONYMOUS TO

DOCUMENT NO.

(DOCUMENT NO.)
(DOCUMENT NO.)

GENERIC TO
SPECIFIC TO

DESCR IPTOR
(DOCUMENT NO.)
(DOCUMENT NO.)

DESCR IPTOR
SYNONYMOUS TO

-

GENERIC TO
SPECIFIC TO

PERSONALITY FILE

PRODUCT FILE

DESCRIPTOR
TAG
LINK
DESCRIPTOR
TAG
LINK
DESCR IPTOR
TAG
LINK

.-..

DOCUMENT NO,
DESCRIPTOR

ORGANIZATION FILE

PRODUCT NAME

NAME
EMPLOYER

ORGANIZATION NAME
MANUFACTURER
LOCATION

UNIVERSITY

TRADE NAME
TYPE

BIRTHPLACE

UNIT PRICE
PRODUCT MADE

11)
NAME
EMPLOYER

UNIVERSITY
BIRTHPLACE

PRODUCT NAME
MANUFACTURER

ORGANIZATION NAME
LOCATION

TRADE NAME
TYPE
UNIT PR ICE

PRODUCT MADE

.

#2 in the figure); or from the organization files which would require at least a full
sequential search of the personality file.
Utilizing the same six files to constitute a set of files for this
sample search, a second question is posed. The question is, "Who competes
with ABC Company, and what information do we have concerning their
operations ?" In this sample search, six steps are illustrated as a possible
approach in the following figure.
The first step is (i) to search the organization file for the ABC Company
name and to retrieve a list of the products made by ABC. In a more complex
search system, it would possibly be necessary to determine which are the
major products and continue the search only on the major products . The second
step (2) is to take the list of products derived from the organization file and
match them against the dictionary or vocabulary control file for the system and
to find all appropriate terms and synonyms. The third step consists of (3)
searching the product file with the terms derived from the dictionary or
thesaurus file to retrieve the names of each organization that produces products
in this product area in which ABC is active. Once again, there is an oversimplification, and screening would be performed most likely in a manual
method to determine relative strength of competitors. If this type of search
is part of a high-volume operation, then it is possible to be coordinated with
searches of financial data base reports concerning companies in the file so
that certain pre-screening can be done; for example, of a dollar value of

assets, net earnings, or net sales. (Reference 32.)
Now that the competitors are identified, the computer system would
turn toward the (4) organization file once again to retrieve a summary of
organization and related geographic information on each competitor. Steps
(5) and (6) indicate a more in-depth conclusion to the search: The introduction
of the corporate name of each competitor into each of the inverted files and
generation of copies of all documents in the index file that pertain to each
competitor.
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TRADE NAME
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The search strategy utilized in the second example presents
a method of utilizing different types of files that are sorted on different sort
keys or fields and entering these files on a field that is their sort key.
The third or last search utilizing the six basic data files is titled
"File Search Techniques (III) , " and is once again a basic search technique
which is used to demonstrate some strategies which are of possible interest
in utilizing files that are sorted on different keys. The question in the final
example in search techniques or the search phase is, "What materials are
available near each of five sites that are being considered for a new location
within the needs of a given manufacturing plant?" The needs of this
manufacturing plant consists of ten different raw materials. In the example used

by Meadow, nearness is considered the same state and reflects the simplification theme which has been used in each of these three examples. This
search is illustrated in the last figure.
The five steps in the example consists of a sequence of searches
similar to the preceding. The first step (1) is the entry of the dictionary or
thesaurus to determine synonyms and appropriate names for each of the needed
products .

The last example in file search techniques is presented in the
following figure. (Reference 33.)
When the product file (2) has been searched , the names of all the
appropriate manufacturers will be generated. In step (3), the manufacturers
are searched in the organization file to determine location, which in this case
would be state-oriented. Steps (4) and (5) can be utilized to secure additional
information concerning each manufacturer by use of the inverted serial index
file relationships discussed previously.
The search analysis which has been presented so far is in the general
area of developing a common data base for a management information system.
There has been a certain file replication within each of the last three examples

for the six files used as an illustrative set of files. The illustrative set of files
or volume consisted of (1) dictionary file, (2) inverted index file, (3) index
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(or serial) file, (4) personality file, (5) product file, and (6) organization file.
The replication and coordinate file maintenance systems requirements for
maintaining information in each of the six files (in a broader case) place a
considerable burden on editing, updating, and general file maintenance
operations in the data management system operation.
G. SUMMARY

A basic introduction for the foundation of constructing a marketing
data base has been presented. The final discussion concerned typical
specific computer software techniques as applicable to the common data base
within an MIS environment.

The theme of this presentation has been the integration of the
marketing data base into the overall corporate decision-making process and
supporting MIS common data base. Marketing data base construction procedures
are therefore a subset of the corporate common data base construction proced-

ures.
Data management software concepts have been introduced as economical means of achieving marketing data base file maintenance and processing
operations. Table - oriented software techniques were presented as applicable
to representative MIS data bases such as the marketing data base.
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